EANMA Congress 2018
East Asia Nuclear Medicine Association Congress
A New Era for Nuclear Neuroimaging

Nov. 17-19, 2018, Taipei, Taiwan
Venue: Chang Yung-fa Foundation International Convention Center

In conjunction with
2018 Annual Meeting of The Society of Nuclear Medicine, Taiwan
The 9th Cross-Strait Nuclear Medicine Conference
2018 Annual Meeting, Taiwanese Society of Medical Cyclotron
The 7th International Symposium on Taiwan Nuclear Cardiology
2018 Taipei International Symposium of Molecular Imaging

Program

Plenary Speakers
- Juri G. Gelovani, MD, PhD
  Professor of Oncology, Neurosurgery, OB/GYN, Biomedical Engineering, Wayne State University
- Terry Jones, BSc, MSc, DSc MD
  Professor of Diagnostic Radiology, University of California Davis
- Nile Johnson, MD, MS, FACC
  Associate Professor of Medicine, University of Texas Medical School at Houston
- Sang Eun Kim, MD, PhD
  President of Korean Society of Nuclear Medicine
- Takashi Kudo, MD, PhD
  Department of Radiopharmaceutical Medicine, Atomic Bomb Disease Institute, Nagasaki University
- Kenichi Nakajima, MD, PhD
  President of Japanese Society of Nuclear Cardiology
- Hiroshi Matsuda, MD, PhD
  General Director, Integrative Brain Imaging Center, National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry
- Ichiro Matsunari, MD, PhD
  Professor & Chairman, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Department of Radiology, Saitama Medical University Hospital
- Satoshi Minoshima, MD, PhD
  Professor & Chairman, Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences, University of Utah
- Nagara Tamaki, MD, PhD
  Professor, Department of Radiology, Graduate School of Medical Science, Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine
- Hiroshi Toyama, MD, PhD
  Professor & Chairman, Department of Radiology, Fujita Health University
- Hua Wu, MD, PhD
  Professor & Chairman, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Xiamen University First Hospital

Continuing Education
- Nuclear Medicine Technology Symposium
- Radioimmunoassay Symposium
- Radioisotope Therapy Symposium

Issue & Current Topics
- A New Era for Nuclear Neuroimaging
- Advanced Nuclear Cardiology
- Theranostic-PRT
- I-131 Therapy for Thyroid Cancer
- EANMA Regional Cooperation
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